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The Marjolein Bastin 2017 Monthly/Weekly Planner Calendar: Nature's Inspiration is a joy to
look at and a delight to use.This spiral-bound calendar has a sturdy cover, a full-color image on
each weekly planning spread, monthly grids, a handy pocket, space for names, addresses and
notes, and an elastic closure.

About the AuthorMarjolein Bastin’s passion for the natural world is of a universal quality that
appeals to people the world over. You can find Marjolein’s artwork on greeting cards, calendars,
dinnerware, bedding, gifts and many other products. But for Marjolein only one thing remains
important: spend every day behind her desk painting the natural world around her.She also
writes and illustrates children’s books featuring the endearing Vera the Mouse character, which
she created. Through her art and words, Marjolein offers people a simple reminder to pause and
enjoy nature and allow it to be a source of serenity, energy, and healing. Finding inspiration in a
bird lighting on a branch or a leaf drying in the autumn sun, Marjolein takes long walks each
afternoon to seek new ideas for her artwork and her writings. Marjolein and her husband Gaston
divide their time between country homes in Holland, Switzerland, and in Missouri, as well a
tropical retreat in the Cayman Islands. Each setting provides a unique glimpse of what nature
has to offer throughout the world. The couple has a son, Mischa, a daughter, Sanna, and two
grandchildren. 
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Katy K., “The new format makes the space to enter information too small for notations to be clear
and easy to read. I have used Marjolein Bastin engagement calendars that were made by Lang
in the past. I was dissapointed with the 2017 engagement calendar because the month pages
are on one page, rather than spread over two pages. The new format makes the space to enter
information too small for notations to be clear and easy to read. The paper that the 2017
calendar is printed on is a lighter weight paper. I am concerned how the engagement calendar
will hold up to a years wear. The artwork is gorgeously done.”

Kathy, “A few disappointing changes.. I have purchased this particular planner for several years
and was surprised that for 2017 the monthly format has been altered from each month having a
two page spread to only one page. Needless to say, the boxes for writing in appointments are
much smaller than before. The rest of the planner has a few other changes and the paper
doesn't have the same linen feel to it that it had in the past. But l do love all the beautiful artwork
by Marjolein Bastin.”

Douglas K, “Not the same quality as 2016. The artwork is as lovely as always, but the quality of
the book just is not the same. Paper is not the same wight and texture, the font is not as pretty. I
will keep it, but I am dissapointed. I was so happy that the 2016 version was of a similar similar
quality as the original dutch that I am familiar with, but 2017 is flimsy.”

Raven, “Absolutely gorgeous...but MONTHS are squished onto one page rather than two..
BEAUTIFUL ...but months only are on one page each, The one I had by Marjolein last year had
the months spread out over two pages. This years leaves little room within the MONTHLY
calendars to write your events... that is the only problem but for me...that is a biggy. But there is
NO way to give this beautiful calendar anything but 5 stars...It is so sumptuously gorgeous and
that is my main reason for purchasing. Hope they don't squish the months onto one page next
year!”

Michigan Senior Citizen, “Love Bastin's calenders and this one is very high quality. Love Bastin's
calenders and this one is very high quality. Sturdy covers with elastic band to keep closed.
Gorgeous full page drawings each time you turn a page are worth the purchase, even if you
never use it. Starts with a year on one page. Next is month at a glance section with room to note
appointments. Finally a weekly section. I use it for a personal diary (a few lines a day) but it
would make a perfect gardener's diary too.”

Carla Martin-Wood, “LOVE this calendar. I absolutely LOVE this planner. I'm a big fan of
Marjolein Bastin's work, and this is lavishly illustrated with notes from the artist. I also appreciate
that it includes full month grid calendars for each month, as well as daily calendar pages with



several lines for daily entries. In addition, the elastic bookmark band is quite useful, as is the
"envelope corner" on the inside book cover, which allows me to put business cards, appointment
cards, etc., close at hand.”

Sue in CT, “Fantastic Planner. This planner has the most beautiful Marjolein Bastin drawing on
nearly every page. The pages are of good weight. At the beginning of the planner you can see
each month on a two page spread. Afterward, the planner breaks down into weekly increments
with plenty of space to make notes for each day. This would make a beautiful gift for
birdwatchers or nature lovers.  I look forward to using it in the new year.”

Julia Eacott, “Beautiful diary,. Bought this diary for my Mum. She was delighted.The artwork is
stunning, and Mum enjoys reading the little notes that Marjolein has added. We looked up her
website she was so taken with them.”

G Young, “Five Stars. Beautiful diary, love using it.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. lovely”

Jeanne Bennett, “A very happy customer. The best Marjolein Bastin 2017 weekly /monthly
planner ever! So so happy with it. beautiful nature pictures , lots of room for journaling etc. Highly
recommend it !”

Ebook Library Reader, “Absolutely beautiful!! I will order this again when the .... Absolutely
beautiful!!  I will order this again when the 2018 book comes out.”

The book by Jacob Baal-Teshuva has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 87 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Hardcover: 96 pages
Item Weight: 14.4 ounces
Dimensions: 7 x 0.5 x 9.6 inches
Paperback: 200 pages
Flexibound: 136 pages
Calendar: 136 pages
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